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							Slovakia Tours

							
							sharing the real Slovakia with you from 2003.						
							
							
									 
														- Travelslovakia.sk - Slovakia Tours rating based on 435 reviews 
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									Our aim is to show and share the beauty of Slovakia with people around the globe, based on our local know-how, offering our personal service.				
								
								
								Yours sincerely Martin (& son☺), Lenka, Barbora
								
								

							
								


								


					


						
						
					
						
							
							
								
								
									
										Guided Slovakia tours & Central Europe trips 

										
											We are offering a unique travel experience. 
											We provide a colourful selection of Slovakia tours 
											(trip covers transport, accommodation, boarding and guides). 
											Group numbers are limited so as to maintain a sense of personal contact with our tour guides. 
											As well as our set list of Slovakia tours, clients can devise their own personal tour choices 
											from our offer, and create a trip which is entirely suited to their own preferences. 
											Clients may wish to combine a few days walking with sightseeing activities.	
										

									

								
						
							

								
									
										Self-guided Slovakia tours

										
											Would you prefer to discover Slovakia independently? 
											If so then an self-guided tour is the perfect solution for you.
											Walking and Hiking along the trails and experiencing the sights, 
											sounds and smells of authentic Slovakia independently will give you 
											an enormous sense of accomplishment. Self-guided walking and hiking tours
											are designed to be completely flexible. We offer the best choice of well designed self-guided holidays in the 
											Tatras Mountains, Banska Stiavnica, Bratislava & Little Carpathians, Mala Fatra & Slovensky raj.
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						Customer's testimonials

						Tours to Slovakia from US, UK, EU & all around the world

						
	
		
							
								
									
										 - by Judi and Brian from Ireland; We would highly recommend your services!!!
										
										Dear Veronika,

We arrived home safely with no delays or otherwise.

We really enjoyed our trip to Slovakia and really appreciated having Alena 
show us around.
She was extremely helpful, efficient and charming and helped make our stay 
a truly memorable one. We very much appreciated her guidance.

We hope to revisit Slovakia another time and spend a bit more time in the 
mountains!!

We will go to the gym beforehand to get fit!!!


										
									

								

							

							
    	
							
								
									
										 - by Martin & Maddie from Germany
										
										Hi Lenka,

A quick thank you to you and Adam. Maggie & I had a great holiday. Everything was very well organised, we enjoyed the experience, accommodation and the people. Hope Adam is having fun with his Spaniards.

Best regards,


										
									

								

							

							
    	
							
								
									
										 - by Manish from India
										
										Hi Barbora

I had a good hike. Juraj is a great guide and a very good company. He helped me around quite a lot.

Thanks for hosting me. 

Regards
										
									

								

							

							
    	
							
								
									
										 - by Jim, Adele, Larry and Diane from USA
										
										Hello Veronika,

We just got home yesterday morning.

We will never forget our stay in Slovakia and hiking in the High Tatras, and 
Slovak Paradise.  We really enjoyed the beautiful mountains, even those 
ladders!!  Martin made our hiking adventures very special.  We will never 
forget him....He is very knowledgeable.  He went out of his way to help us. 
Made sure we got the stamps on the maps, etc.  We can't say enough good 
things abou
										
									

								

							

							
    	
							
								
									
										 - by Ruth from the USA
										
										We had an excellent time. I was not aware that Judy was impaired with her walking as she was. Lucia did her very best to be sure she could see almost everything. 
She was helpful with the baggage in the hotels when we needed it. 

The locations we visited were good. In addition Lucia and I visited Vlkolinec which I really enjoyed as it was quite different than the mining cities. 
We also enjoyed our ride with Martin.

I couldn’t thank you m
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											Martin

											Founder, Guide
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											Lenka

											Tour manager, Guide
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											Barbora

											Tour & accommodation assistant
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